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Appealing photos of babies from seventeen cultures around the globe are woven together by simple

narration. GLOBAL BABIES presents children in cultural context. Diverse settings highlight specific

differences in clothing, daily life, and traditions, as well as demonstrate that babies around the world

are nurtured by the love, caring, and joy that surround them.
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my baby is three months old, and like all babies he likes to look at baby faces. i like the photos a

lot-- very colorful, and some of the babies are in slings or similar things, which is nice since we use

our sling all the time but there are few pictures of babywearing in most of our books.he looks at all

the pictures, and everytime we read it he stares so hard at the baby from mali you'd think he knew

him from somewhere.there aren't a lot of words, so times when i want to talk more i'll talk about

what the baby is wearing or what i know about the country the baby is from.i would happily buy this

as a gift for someone, especially one of the bilingual editions.

The "babies - preschool" tag is a little misleading. This is a beautiful, vividly colored book however

there are few words - as in 3 or 4 words every other page. While it's fun to look at, the lack of

words/story keeps my 2 year old from enjoying it like most of her books. She spends maybe a



minute on it, and is ready to move on.

This book has beautiful photographs and a decent text as well. I bought it for a daycare, and now I

plan on ordering one for my son as well...

Kids are fascinated with babies. They love to touch them, beg to hold them, and enjoy looking at

them, so I think they will really love this week's baby/preschooler pick. Global Babies is a board

book that features 17 beautiful photographs of babies around the world. Gorgeous babies from

Thailand, Mali, the United States, Afghanistan, and more are dressed in customary clothing and

show their distinct personalities. For example, the baby from Fiji sits on its knees with its hands

behind its head just grinning at the camera, and a baby with large, glowing eyes from Rwanda

peeks out from the multi-colored wrap that holds it close to its mother.The text itself is one sentence

that spans across the book, demonstrating what all babies have in common, regardless of where

they're from.Young children will be captivated by the photographs of all the babies in the book, and

older preschoolers may be inspired to learn more about the different countries represented in the

book. I can think of a number of expansion activities to teach children more about geography,

different, cultures, and more.In a simple, approachable format Global Babies helps children develop

an appreciation for diversity and teaches us that despite all of our differences, we are all the same.

I love this book - it's been one of my daughter's favorites since we bought it, and it still is. (She was

3 months when we got it and is 12 months now.) She loves looking at the bright pictures of babies'

faces. And as a parent, I am thrilled to introduce this message to her at such a young age. It does a

better job than any other children's book I've seen of displaying all the wonderful diversity in the

world and reminding us that each one of us is beautiful and special.

My son loved this book as a baby. He liked to look at photos of faces. I found that kids under 2

prefer photos to drawings, so this was a good book. The text seems kind of contrived, so sometimes

we just looked at the pictures and didn't actually "read" this book.

Even though I have read this book over and over and over again to my granddaughter throughout

her first year of life, I always love looking at the beautiful babies from around the world. Babies in

colorful clothing from such countries as Mali, Afghanistan, Iraq, Spain, Peru, Guatemala, South

Africa, and India, delight the readers each time the book is opened. This is a great way to travel the



world while sitting in a chair snuggling with baby.

We bought this book when my daughter was 4 months old, but it is only recently that she started

picking it out for me to read to her. She laughs at the different baby faces, especially the boy

sticking his tongue out, and it is one book that she wants to look at over and over. I love how diverse

the book is, and the message is great. It would be a nice book for those doing an international

adoption. Two pacifiers up!
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